TO: SAC (105-58585) [R]
FROM: SA CLIFFORD A. ROWE (342)
SUBJECT: GERMAN MURZIN \[wu\]

Source
Date Contacted
Contacted by
Reliability

SAS LOUIS R. HAHN, JR.,
and CLIFFORD A. ROWE
who has furnished
reliable information
in the past.

GERMAN MURZIN \[wu\]

A photograph of the unknown female believed
to be acquainted with MURZIN was exhibited to the source,
and he stated that the female looked familiar to him,
but was not acquainted with her, nor did he known her
name. Informant stated that if he developed any informa-
tion about the identity of this female, he would
immediately contact the agent.

1 - NY 105-32124 (BIRICHEV)
1 - NY 105-66840 (ZALOZNY)
1 - NY 105-32764 (ZOBOV)
1 - NY 105-64177 (VOLENKO)
1 - NY 105-35170 (OLESHKEVICH)
1 - NY 105-38431 (OSWALD)
1 - NY 105-60661 (MEDOW)
1 - NY 100-79287 (ALEXEYEV)
1 - NY 65-20548 (KROTKOVA-SANN)
1 - NY 134-5593 (INN)
1 - New York

CAR: amf
(11)